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   Critically endangered species

By - Ojaank Sir

(Director - Ojaank IAS Academy)

 Sub topic 1:-  what is endangered species ?

Sub topic 2:-  vaquita.

Sub topic 3:- sei whale.

Sub topic 4 :- blue whale.

What is endangered species :-

 An endangered species is a species which has been categorized as very likely to

become extinct in the near future.

 Endangered (EN), as categorized by the International Union for Conservation of

Nature (IUCN) Red List.

 The IUCN Red List of Threatened Species (also known as the IUCN Red List or Red Data

List), founded in 1964, is the world’s most comprehensive inventory of the

global conservation status of biological species.

 In biology, a species is the basic unit of classification  of an organism, as well as a unit

of biodiversity.

Vaquita :-

 Scientific name:- Phocoena sinus.

  the world’s most rare marine mammal, is on the edge of extinction.

 It is critically endangered species declared by IUCN red list. 

 The vaquita has a large dark ring around its eyes and dark patches on its lips that form a thin

line from the mouth to the pectoral fins.

  Its dorsal surface is dark gray, sides pale gray and ventral surface white with long, light gray

markings.
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 They are most often found close to shore in the Gulf’s shallow waters, although they quickly

swim away if a boat approaches.

 Place where found:- gulfof California.

 Habitat :- ocean habitat.

                                                  Image :- vaquita.

Sei whale :-

 Scientific name :- Balaenoptera borealis

 It is endangered species declared by IUCN red list.

 The sei whale is one of the fastest whales, reaching speeds of up to 30 miles per hour.

 Sei whales inhabit all oceans and adjoining seas except in tropical and polar regions.

 they prefer to spend the summer feeding in cooler waters before migrating to warmer waters

to breed and give birth to their calves..

 places where found :- southern chile ,arctic , the  Galapagos, coral triangle, gulf of California

, coastal east Africa.

 Habitat :- ocean habitat.

                     Image :- sei whale
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Blue whale :-

 Scientific name :- Balaenoptera musculus.

 It is endangered species declared by IUCN red list.

 The blue whale is the largest animal on the planet, weighing as much as 200 tons

(approximately 33 elephants).

  The blue whale has a heart the size of a Volkswagen Beetle.

 They are the loudest animals on Earth and are even louder than a jet engine.

 Their calls reach 188 decibels, while a jet reaches 140 decibels.

 Length :- 80 to 100 ft.

 Places where found :-  southern chile , coral triangle, gulf of California.

 Habitat :- ocean habitat

 

                                                         Image :- blue whale


